Rolec EV is a division of Rolec Services Limited, specialising in the design and manufacture of a comprehensive range of electric vehicle charging solutions offering quality products at competitive prices.

From simple, low cost PowerPanels and revolutionary new WallPod charging units, through to the sophisticated VoltPoint charging pedestal, Rolec EV has a full range to suit every location and budget. The Rolec EV product range is designed and built to be flexible and compatible with all leading motor manufacturers’ EVs and their communication protocols including all types and modes of charging. As the actual manufacturer of this range, Rolec EV is able to personalise our charging range to suit individual client requirements, specifications and branding.

Each of the Rolec EV charging brands has been specifically designed to offer all types and modes of EV charging solutions:

- **WallPod** – the ideal low-cost EV charging solution for both home and work
- **VoltPoint** – the stylish way to charge your EV
- **Classic 3000** – the anywhere, any place workhorse of our EV charging range
- **PowerPanel** – the no-nonsense, hard-wearing industrial EV charging panel

Rolec EV’s mission statement of Quality, Reliability and Innovation reflects the company’s philosophy of providing cost-effective, high-quality and reliable products and services.
Charging Locations and Types:
- EV charging at home and work
- EV charging for retail / supermarkets
- EV charging in car parks
- EV charging everywhere
- All types and modes of EV charging
- J1772 / IEC62196 / domestic charging
- Designed for both indoor and outdoor use
- 20 years’ manufacturing experience and expertise
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